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FOREWORD

   from the President

Dr. Abdel Hamid Afana



“...WE BEAR WITNESS EVERY DAY TO THE 

HUMAN COST OF PHYSICAL AND PSY-

CHOLOGICAL TORTURE WHEN WE MEET

THE SURVIVORS FACE TO FACE.”



W

conducted in nine countries 

INTRODUCTION

  by the Secretary-General

“REACHING TORTURE SURVIVORS AND

ASSISTING OUR COLLEAGUES OPERAT-

ING IN CONFLICT AND POST-CONFLICT

ENVIRONMENTS REMAINS ANOTHER

KEY PRIORITY FOR US.”

Brita Sydhoff





IRCT campaign poster





Providing specialised treatment to 
survivors of torture

RENEWING lives
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CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT

         – a multi-faceted effort

Participants at regional seminar in Honduras Participants at regional seminar in Cambodia
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under the Exchange Programme at the Trauma Centre 
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SECURING FUNDING

for the rehabilitation of survivors

Thanks to support
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Sustaining treatment services for 
torture victims in Europe
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Strengthening member centres’ 
fundraising capacity
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Thirty-six member centres
concept notes in connection with the European 
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Campaign materials

Torture – do not open

in the International Herald Tribune and Metro Xpress

Renewing Lives

Quest for Rehabilitation

26 June – the United Nations
International Day in Support
of Victims of Torture



Global reading

Report and calendar 
Together against 

 was 

• Outright torture, directly or by proxy 
• Detainees being transferred to secret prisons   by clandestine flights 
• multi-year detention without trial 
• and full-fledged disappearances 

Phenomena as- sociated with history’s most re- pugnant and brutal regimes, but re- cently employed, directly or with complicity, by otherwise demo- cratic countries. 

The harm done is excessive. As numerous persons have been thrown into legal oblivion, the international community’s clout and credibility with respect to criticising the world’s dictatorships for their blatant human rights abuses have been severely under-mined. 
Ladies and gentlemen, 
Today we honour the dignity of torture survivors world-wide and acknowledge the extraordinary courage it takes to attempt to rebuild a life that has been shattered by this heinous crime. We also remind the world that the rehabili-tation of torture survivors is not an act of charity, but an inalienable right. And not least, we stress that rebuilding individual lives and families goes hand in hand with restor-ing broken societies. 

Torture is an affront to human dignity and a threat to se-curity and development, locally, nationally and globally. Torture was always, and will always be, an instrument of abuse and oppression, not of peace and stability. There-fore, let the 20th anniversary of the United Nations Con-vention Against Torture remind us all that now more than ever we need to insist on and reinforce respect for our most fundamental human rights principles – including the right 

to freedom from torture – so that we may one day reach our common goal: a world without torture.

Manfred Nowak, 
the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture

Abdel Hamid Afana, President, IRCT

Brita Sydhoff, Secretary-General, IRCT 

GLOBAL READING

Ladies and gentlemen,
I am proud to have the opportunity to 
address you today on the occasion of 
the UN International Day in Support of 
Victims of Torture. 

The statement I am about to give on 
behalf of Manfred Nowak, the UN Spe-cial Rapporteur on Torture, Abdel Hamid Afana, President of the IRCT, and Brita Sydhoff, Secretary-General of the IRCT, is being read out today by human rights defenders in many countries across the world. 

This year, 26 June marks the 20th anniversary of the entry into force of the United Nations Convention against Tor-ture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. 
 Every year since the UN decided to make 26 June the International Day in Support of Victims of Torture, thou-sands of individuals and organisations around the globe – including numerous treatment centres and programmes affiliated with the International Rehabilitation Council for Torture Victims – have joined forces on this day to insist that torture survivors’ needs and rights be fulfilled and that torture be eradicated from our world. 

 Today they do so more forcefully than ever before. Through demonstrations, marches, lectures, candlelight vigils, street performances, addresses to national parliaments and many other imaginative events, a global civil society movement spanning six continents is raising its voice loud and clear to say “no” to torture. 

The Convention Against Torture is a key tool in the quest to 

fight torture and fulfil survivors’ rights. Devised to protect women, children and men in every country across the globe from torture and other forms of ill-treatment, it expresses and consolidates the will of the international community: that torture and ill-treatment can never be justified—

• not under the pretext of protecting national 
security, 

• not to interrogate alleged terrorists, 
• not to force a confession out of an assumed   petty criminal, 
• or for any other reason whatsoever.

Ladies and gentlemen, 
The Convention Against Torture and its predecessors are based on the deeply held belief that torture goes against all what civilisation stands for, and that the dignity and integrity of the human soul and body is immutable.

However, it is no secret that reality does not match the intentions. Fifty-one countries have still not ratified the Convention. And many countries that have signed continue to systematically practice torture and ill-treatment, often under the pretext of protecting national security interests, but in reality to instil fear in society at large with the aim of suppressing legitimate political opposition. 

Moreover, in the wake of a series of horrific attacks against civilian targets in a number of countries across the world in recent years, we have seen the absolute prohibition against torture come under enormous pressure in the con-text of the ill-labelled “War on Terror”:

GLOBAL READING

Together Against Torture • January 2008
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PREVENTION

   through documentation

A main tool

is the 
and Documentation of Torture and Other 

or Punishment
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Reaching out through the media and 
web

RAISING AWARENESS

of survivors’ needs and rights

use by IRCT member centres and programmes



The IRCT Global Group of 
Communicators



PREVENTING TORTURE 

      within the fight against terrorism



ssue

Since the terrorist attacks on the United States, Bali, Madrid and London, govern-ments throughout the world have cited the need to have more effective measures and policies to counteract the increasingly transna-tional nature of terrorism in the 21st century. However, 

the tactics many countries have adopted in the inter-ests of protecting national security have had negative consequences for human rights, especially on the absolute prohibition against torture. Under the guise of the so-called “war on terror-ism”, persons suspected of involvement in terrorist ac-

tivities have been subjected to varying forms of humilia-tion and coercive interroga-tion methods that include forced nudity, sleep and food deprivation, submer-sion in water and mock exe-cutions—tactics which clearly violate international conventions and laws. States must be held ac-

letter will focus on diverse thematic issues related to torture as it occurs under the guise of counter-terrorism efforts, including the role of the Optional Protocol to the United Nations Convention against Torture in protecting the rights of detainees, and the “hidden victims” of tor-ture—women and children.  
We encourage your contribu-tions to future editions (see page 4 for how to write to us). We hope you’ll join us as together we work to bring an end to the dual scourges of torture and terrorism.   

Brita Sydhoff Secretary-General, IRCT 

Preventing Torture   within the fight against terrorism

Volume 1, Issue 1 
May 2007 

A Growing Threat: Countering Torture while Countering Terrorism

by Professor Manfred Nowak, UN Special Rapporteur on Torture 

Framing the Issue

Welcome to the inaugural edition of the “Preventing Torture within the Fight against Terrorism” newslet-ter.  Since late 2001, the con-troversially labelled “War on Terrorism” has dominated public discourse. One major criticism that has arisen is that under the auspices of counter-terrorism, democ-ratic societies have increas-ingly resorted to torture and ill-treatment of terror sus-pects as a justification to save innocent lives. In this context, prominent opinion and decision-makers as well as members of the general 

public in leading democratic countries have argued that new forms of transnational terrorism necessitate a revi-sion of existing legal and moral norms related to tor-ture and ill-treatment. At the same time, authoritarian rulers around the world have exploited this climate to step up their oppression of politi-cal opposition groups. 
This publication  due out six times a year  attempts to illuminate some of the major issues related to this context. The newsletter is one component of a three-year project being imple-mented by the Fédération Internationale des ligues des droits de l’Homme (FIDH) in partnership with the Interna-tional Rehabilitation Council for Torture Victims (IRCT) to help re-establish interna-tional respect for the abso-lute prohibition against tor-ture and ill treatment embed-ded in international law.  This project intends to exam-ine these issues globally by monitoring developments, 

interacting with interna-tional human rights mecha-nisms, and by developing a network of journalists in-volved in human rights re-porting. The project also will employ similar activities with a specific local focus in ten countries—Bangladesh, Colombia, Egypt, Indonesia, Jordan, Kenya, Mauritania, the Philippines, the Russian Federation, and Syria.  
We are fortunate to have in this inaugural issue an arti-cle by the UN Special Rap-porteur on Torture and Other Cruel, Degrading or Inhuman Treatment or Punishment, Professor Manfred Nowak.  Prof. Nowak highlights some of the most dangerous prac-tices that put people at risk of torture, including “extraordinary rendition” and refoulement. Also in this issue, FIDH profiles a recent fact-finding mission to Mau-ritania that examined torture in the context of counter-terrorism measures there. 

Future editions of this news-

countable for their obliga-tion to protect human rights, and violators punished in order to send the message that torture is, and always will be, illegal. 

The United Nations Conven-tion against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or 

N E W S L E T T E R  

A  Growing Threat: 
Countering Torture while Countering Terrorism 
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Spotlight on Mauritania 3

Recommended Reading 

For More Information 

Inside this issue: 
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Preventing Torture   within the fight against terrorism

Volume 1, Issue 3 
September 2007 

N E W S L E T T E R  
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Inside this issue: 
within a “greater good” approach aimed at pro-tecting the lives of others.

The arguments support-ing torture in ticking bomb scenarios are not new. Several centuries ago, utilitarian philoso-phers proposed that tor-ture could be justified if it benefited more people than it harmed. In our own times, academics, lawyers and even the gen-eral public have begun to rethink the absolute pro-hibition against torture following devastating terrorist attacks in major metropolitan areas. One of the more outspoken voices on this issue is Harvard law professor Alan Dershowitz. Der-showitz has drawn criti-cism for stating that though he opposes tor-ture from a moral stand-point, a system of “torture warrants” should exist to legally permit torture in extreme cases where the potential for loss of life is high. 
We are pleased to have contributors to this spe-cial issue analyse these arguments from many different angles. Philoso-pher Catherine McDonald writes about the moral theory underlining the ticking bomb scenario, and some of the flawed 

assumptions that come with it. Dr. Jonathan David Farley, a mathematician, draws on the work of So-viet psychologist Vladimir Lefebvre to illustrate how mathematical models can be used to predict the consequences of permit-ting torture in exceptional cases.  
Two contributors turn their eye on the military: Jessica Wolfendale, an expert on military ethics, focuses her attention not on the potential victims but on the torturers them-selves, asking how a gov-ernment, military or secu-rity force would train those to carry out the tor-ture in these exceptional cases. Captain Lawrence Rockwood, who drew at-tention to U.S. indiffer-ence to human rights vio-lations in Haiti when he was serving in the mili-tary there, looks at how current practices under-mine the prohibition against torture in U.S. military doctrine.  

Last but certainly not least, Louis Frankenthaler from the Public Commit-tee against Torture in Is-rael describes how Is-rael’s acquiescence to the ticking bomb excuse and the necessity defence has led to the institutionalisa-tion of torture and nega-

tively impacted Israeli society.
The newsletter closes with information about a brand new report on this issue – prepared by the Association for the Pre-vention of Torture (APT) and based on consulta-tions with a number of anti-torture experts and organisations (including the IRCT) – and a bibliog-raphy of recently au-thored articles and books on the ticking bomb sce-nario. We hope that you enjoy this thematic issue, and encourage your com-ments and letters. 

— The Editors 

Dear reader, 
This special thematic edi-tion of the newsletter fo-cuses on a topic that is hotly debated in the me-dia these days: the so-called “ticking bomb” scenario. While this hypo-thetical scenario takes many different forms, the basic storyline goes something like this: a suspected terrorist has been detained who pos-sesses information re-garding the whereabouts of an explosive device set to go off very soon and kill hundreds or thou-sands of people. The cen-tral argument revolves around the following question: should officials be permitted to torture the alleged terrorist in an effort to obtain informa-tion that will allow them to dismantle the ticking bomb and thereby save many innocent lives? Ig-noring international laws and conventions that de-clare all persons deserve to be free from torture and inhumane treatment, the scenario suggests that torture can be used 

Framing the “ticking bomb” issue
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Preventing Torture   within the fight against terrorism

Volume 1, Issue 4 
November 2007 

N E W S L E T T E R  
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Inside this issue: 

Counter-terrorism or justification of torture?
Changes in policing habits in Commonwealth states
By Arnaud Chaltin, Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative The swift and sometimes emotional reaction to terrorism throughout the Commonwealth has facilitated and in some ways attempted to legitimise recourse to torture. While torture officially remains prohibited, the combined effect of various changes in law enforcement has created a context favourable for the use of torture. Police powers have been enhanced, often with a view to assist interrogation. At the same time, law enforcement units are permitted a more extensiveuse of f

generally considered as retribution measures, are here enacted for the purpose of investigation. For example, Australian law provides detention for the purpose of interrogation if the individual is suspected of having relevant information, regardless of the suspected involvement of the detainee with any criminal action. 
Under terrorism legislation, suspects are being detained preventively for prolonged periods, sometimes indefinitely, often without being cha d

the measures, introduced provisions for control orders that have in practice been used to replace this illegal detention. The provisions were challenged later and said to amount to arbitrary detention by the Court of Appeal.  
The high security character of detention of suspected terrorists also impacts on other guarantees. Access to a legal council is often restricted, such as under Australian law, where detained suspects can beprevent d f

sees his subsequent contacts with his client drastically restricted, a solution still in breach of the right to a fair trial.  
Pakistan’s anti-terrorism judiciary system provides a good example of legislation likely to lead to extreme forms of torture (due to the urgency to obtai



IMPROVING HEALTH SERVICES

for survivors and families





The Coalition of International 
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• 2003: 94 members
• 2004: 97 members
• 2005: 104 members
• 2006: 130 members
• 2007: 136 members

-

What type of organisations can be-
come members of the IRCT?
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A GROWING movement

RECOGNISING THAT A STRONG AND UNITED

GLOBAL MOVEMENT WILL REACH STILL MORE

TORTURE SURVIVORS WORLDWIDE AND WILL 

BE ABLE TO WORK EVEN MORE EFFECTIVELY FOR

THE PREVENTION OF TORTURE, THE IRCT WORKS

CONTINUOUSLY TO BROADEN ITS MEMBERSHIP.



Armenia

Austria

Bosnia and Herzegovina

East Timor

Kenya

Philippines

Russian Federation

Sierra Leone

South Africa
-

New Members



Looking to the future

FINANCIAL developments



Sources of Income 2007 (EUR)

Supported Activities 2007



STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
as of 31 December

Assets 2007    2006 2005 2004

 (EUR)  (EUR) (EUR) (EUR)

Institutional receivables 157,376        435,649          0   3,007

Other receivables 147,360 150,435 109,498  72,609

Total receivables                  304,736 586,084 109,498  75,616

Liquid assets               1,201,725 935,129 590,759 636,905

Total assets               1,506,461    1,521,213 700,257 712,521

Liabilities

Net capital reserve as of 1 Jan              (20,289)  (46,943) (137,099) (186,300)

Net contribution for the year  69,542  26,654    90,156    49,201

Net capital reserve as of 31 Dec  49,253  (20,289) (46,943) (137,099)

Prepaid project grants 1,045,562  941,031 332,343 489,342

Payables 411,646  600,471 414,857 360,278

Total other payables 1,457,208 1,541,502 747,200 849,620

Total liabilities 1,506,461 1,521,213 700,257 712,521

All data at exchange rate DKK 1 = EUR 0.1347



STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
for year ending 31 December

Income 2007 2006 2005 2004

(EUR) (EUR) (EUR) (EUR)

Contribution from governments, 

ministries, etc.:

Denmark 1,309,554 1,686,526 1,579,064 1,489,648

The Netherlands    998,945 1,002,592    810,461      29,870

Sweden 211,959    220,587    174,942      65,213

Norway 30,780              0      48,974              0

United Kingdom      45,259              0      90,360      22,248

Canada 9,682              0              0              0

Iceland 34,583              0              0              0

Spain 8,035              0              0              0

European Commission 202,155    177,933    (89,924)    667,866

UNOPS—Iraq activities 375,377    252,516              0              0

Sigrid Rausing Trust 237,602    147,589              0              0

OAK Foundation 665,667    718,531    551,185    870,841

Other income 287,824    548,117    273,819    118,431

Total income 4,417,422 4,754,391 3,438,881 3,264,117

Expenditures incurred for:

General Secretariat: basic advocacy, 

advisory support to centres and 

joint expenses (1,597,791) (1,686,250) (1,585,122) (1,593,855)

Brussels Liaison Office (133,359)    (139,442)    (147,222)    (166,505)

Specific external capacity building

   directed towards centres (2,109,903) (1,725,277) (1,295,989)    (756,435)

Financial grants to centres (381,321)    (336,486)    (150,323)    (469,873)

Int’l coordination of centre tasks    (125,506)    (164,112)    (170,069)    (228,248)

Symposium, Berlin 0    (676,170)                0                0

Total expenditures (4,347,880) (4,727,737) (3,348,725) (3,214,916)

Net contribution for the year       69,542         26,654         90,156        49,201



• Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs

• Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

• T he OAK Foundation

• The Sigrid Rausing Trust

• Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs

• Norwegian Royal Ministry of Foreign Affairs

• Canadian Embassy in Cairo

• Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs

• Foreign & Commonwealth Office, United Kingdom

• Icelandic Ministry of Foreign Affairs

• European Commission

• Søren and Helene Hempels Legat

• Aase og Ejnar Danielsens Fond

• PL-Fonden

• JL Fondet

• Rockwool Foundation

• Ole Kirks Fond

• Augustinus Fonden

• Mads Clausens Fond

• Asta & Jul. P. Justesens Fond

• Flemming Hansens Familiefond

• Politiken Fonden

• Walther Christensen og Hustrus Fond

• Det Berlingske Officin

• Gerda Laustens Fond

• Hagens Legatet

• Egmont Foundation

• Victoria Gomez-Trenor Verges

• Ambassador Gaston Stronck, Embassy of Luxembourg

• Birgit Petersson

• Henrik Andreasen

• Lis Danielsen 

• Birgit and Martin Bojesen

• Erik Haunstrup Clemmesen

• Elsebeth Søndergård

• Jytte Iversen

• William Bentzen

• Birgit Heise

• Jesper Klein

• Pernille Aalund

• Knud Overø

• Bent Fabricius Bjerre

• Dansk Blindesamfunds Kvinder 

• Jens Stentz

And several other private donors.

2007 donor acknowledgements
The IRCT gratefully acknowledges the generous support of the following: 

at IRCT regional seminar in Cambodia
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display a mural they painted 

future. By credit card
Please visit the IRCT website (www.irct.org) to 
make a credit card donation.

By cheque
Please send a cheque that is made payable to:

International Rehabilitation Council for 
Torture Victims (IRCT)
Borgergade 13
P.O. Box 9049
1022 Copenhagen K
Denmark  

By bank transfer

Danske Bank
Holmens Kanal Branch
Holmens Kanal 2
1090 Copenhagen K
Denmark
S.W.I.F.T. DABADKKK

USD account:
Registration No: 3001
Account No: 4310-005029
IBAN: DK18 3000 4310 0050 29

DKK account:
Registration No: 3001
Account No: 4310-821152
IBAN: DK90 3000 4310 8211 52

EUR account:
Registration No: 3001
Account No: 3001-957171
IBAN: DK69 3000 3001 9571 71

How to support the IRCT






